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With the presence of electric charge and pressure anisotropy some anisotropic stellar
models have been developed. An algorithm presented by Herrera et al. (Phys. Rev, D
77, 027502 (2008)) to generate static spherically symmetric anisotropic solutions of Ein-
steins equations has been used to derive relativistic anisotropic charged fluid spheres. In
the absence of pressure anisotropy the fluid spheres reduce to some well-known General-

ized Tolman IV exact metrics. The astrophysical significance of the resulting equations of
state (EOS) for a particular case (Wyman-Leibovitz-Adter) for the anisotropic charged

matter distribution has been discussed. The interior matter pressure, energy-density,

and the adiabatic sound speed are expressed in terms of simple algebraic functions. The
constant parameters involved in the solution have been set so that certain physical cri-
teria are satisfied. Physical analysis shows that the relativistic stellar structure obtained
in this work may reasonably model an electrically charged compact star, whose energy-

density associated with the electric fields is of the same order of magnitude as the energy

density of fluid mattcr itself like electricallv charged bare strange quark stars.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction
The study of regular relativistic charged fluid spheres obtained from the analytic solu-
tions of Einstein-Maxwell gravitational field equations with certain geometry that satisfy
physical constraints have remained the subject of considerable interest to the researchers

[1-8]. Such solutions are also important in relativistic astrophysics because they enable

to study the highly concentrated distribution of matter, up to the order of 10159 cm-3
in the interior of compact astrophysical stellar objects, to be modeled in terms of sim-
ple algebraic relations between the anisotropic pressure and its energy density. The
Reissner-Nordstr6m solution at the pressure free interface is interesting to observe that
(present charge) the gravitational collapse of a spherical symmetric distribution of the
matter to a point singularity may be avoided if the matter distribution acquires large
amount of electric charge [9-11]. Any compact star is not composed of charged perfect
fluid but may be used to make a suitable model of compact object with charge matter
for the numerical study of the stellar structures [12, 13]. One of the two classes of known
analytic solutions of Einstein's gravitational field equations describes self-bound. stars
for which density at the surface where the pressure vanishes, is finite, about 2-3 times
the normal nuclear matter saturation density [14, 15]. The study of charged relativistic
fluid spheres attracts the interest of rcsearchers of physics and astrophysics due to some

of the following reasons [16-20]:

o A spherical body can remain in equilibrium under its own gravity and electric
repulsion if the matter present in the sphere carries certain modest electric charge

density 'l9, 2l). The problem of the stability of a homogeneous distribution of
matter containing a net surface charge was considered by Stettner [22]. He showed

that a fluid sphere of uniform density with a modest surface charge has more
stability than the same system without charge. His solution is also stable towards

an increase in the net surface charge. The electric charge weakens gravitv to the
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extent of turning it into a repulsive fleld, as happens in the vicinity of a Reissener-

Nordstrijm singularity. Thus the gravitational collapse of a charged fluid sphere

to a point singularity may be avoided [28].

o Charged-dust (CD) models and electromagnetic mass models are expected to pro-

vide some clues about the structure of an electron 124-251.

o Several static fluid spheres, which do not satisfy some or all the relevant phvsi-

cal conditions (e.g., monotone decrease in the subluminal adiabatic sound speed)

become relevant when they are charged (See Table 4of [29], and Table 1of [30]).

o Charged fluid sphere may be used to model electrically charged compact stars,
(e.g. electrically charged strange star). The electric charge distribution can have a

significant impact on the structure of quark stars. The energy density associated

with such huge electric fields (E = 10ls-20 Y lcm) is of the same order of magnitude
as the energy density of strange matter itself. This acts as an additional energy-

momentum source in relativistic gravity [7, 31-40].

o A compact, electrically charged object with density and mass comparable to those

of a neutron star can impart a redshift as great as quasars do. Therefore, if quasars

are dense, massive, and electrically charged objects, their large redshifts do not
imply that all quasars are extremely distant; thus, the luminosity of quasars and

their association with low-redshift galaxies can be understood. This interpreta-
tion does not conflict with big bang cosmology, because the electri,c red,shifts are

negligible for normal stars, galaxies, and large-scale matter, which are not dense

and electrically charged [41].

The possibility that 3-flavored strange quark matter (SQM, for short), made up of
roughly equal numbers of unconfined up (u), down (d), and strange (s) quarks, may

be the absolute ground state of the strong interaction is known as Bodmer-Witten hv-
pothesis or the strange quark matter hypothesi.s [42]. There is still no sound scientific
basis, both theoretical and experimental, on which one could either confirm or reject the
hypothesis so that it remains a serious possibility of fundamental significance for physics

and astrophysics [39, 43-45].

One very striking consequence of the hypothesis is the prediction of the existence of a
new class of compact stars called strange (quark) stars [46]. The massive members of
this hypothetical family of compact stars have masses and radii almost similar to those

of neutron stars, however, strange stars would form a distinct and disconnected branch
of compact stars and are not part of the continuum of equilibrium configurations that
include white dwarfs and neutron stars 145, 471. Compact objects like neutron stars or
strange stars may be classified on the basis of mass-radius relation [48]. Apart from
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the internal constituents, another most striking distinction between a strange star and
a conventional normal matter neutron star is the surface electric field associated with
the former one [45]. Since strange matter is, by the above hypothesis, absolutely stable,
it must be so even at the surface, where the pressure P:0, and this raises the exciting
possibility that the surface of stars may, in fact, be exposed quark matter. Such a bare
quark surface is expected to have most unusual properties; the density drops abruptly
from the SQM density to zero and the thickness of the quark surface would be = 1 fm,
the range of strong interactions. These types of stars are known as bare strange star
(BSS for short). A bare strange star have own ultra-strong electric fields on their surface

which is around 1018 V/cm [49] and for color superconducting strange matter is 1020

Yfcm.
F irst models of quark star, built exclusively of quark matter and. possessing the surface
density 2.28 x 1014 gcm-3, were considered by Brecher and Caporaso [50]. Using the
simplest SQM equation of state (EOS) of massless non-interacting quarks (strange quark
mass ?7ls : 0, and strong interaction (QCD) coupling constant a" : 0), they obtained
M^uo : 2.8Mo , much higher than for the EOSs of baryon matter available at that time.
Their bag constant was about half of the today standard value, which easily explains
why they obtained such a large M-ur. for their quark stars.

Eight years later, in 1984, the topic of quark stars was reconsidered by Witten [51], who
also used the simplest model (in the limit rn" -+ 0, a" + 0) of the three-flavor quark
matter with the EOS of the form

P:1'5@-aB)
in his approximate calculation of strange star mass-radius relation. He showed that
for the bag constant Bi: 145 Mev (B x b1.b Mev fm-3), the parameters of the
maximum-mass configuration for strange stars are similar to those for realistic stars
built of baryonic matter (M^u* :2Mo , 8-u* : 11.1 km). The first deta,iled models
of strange stars, based on a more realistic EOS of strange quark matter, taking into
account strange quark mass and the lowest order QCD interactions, were constructed
by Haensel et al. [46] , who considered also specific features of accretion on strange stars.
Similar results were presented somewhat later by Alcock et al. [49] , who additionally
proposed scenarios of the formation of strange stars and analyzed strange stars with the
normal crust. These papers summarized the basic properties of strange stars and their
astrophysical manifestations. For review see [44, 46, 49, 49, b2-5b).

A recent calculation for cold and dense QCD strange quark matter indicates that massive
compact stars with mass ) 2Ms \p to maximal masses x 2.75Mq would be interpreted
as possible candidates for strange quark stars and that compact stars with observed

masses up to = 2M6 would be identified with hybrid stars, neutron stars with a central
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core made up of deconfined quark matter [45]. Kurkela et al. [56] argued that a confirmed

determination of a compact star with a mass in excess of. 2M6 would seem to strongly
favor-rather than rule out the existence of quark matter in astrophysical objects.

Usov [52,57], Negreiros et al. [58] and Ray et al. [59] first inquired the influence

of energy density of ultra-high electric fields on the bulk properties of compact stars.

Weber [39, 60] also have proposed that the existence of super-high electric fields of the

magnitude 1020C, generated by the charge distributions located near the surfaces of
strange quark stars, increase the stellar mass by up to 30% depending on the strength

of the electric freld. This also may destroy the isotropy of the stellar configuration

making the radial component of the pressure different from the angular ones. Taking

the charged and anisotropic matters separately into considerations the generalization

of Tolman type solutions were extensively studied. Maurya and Gupta also studied

the isotropic and anisotropic charged generalizations of the same class of fluid spheres.

Electrically neutral/charged anisotropic stellar models of strange quark stars within
the framework of linear equation of state (EOS) based on MIT bag model [8, 2b, 38]

together with a particular choice of metric potentials/mass function have been taken into
consideration in the following work [40, 54,61,62]. However some recent studies pointed

out that the viability of nonlinear equation of state in the description of such compact

stars cannot be ruled out. In a very recent past a polytropic quark star model has been

suggested [53, 63] in order to establish a general framework in which theoretical quark

star models could be tested by observations. The key difference between polytropic
quark stars and the polytropic model studied previously for normal (i.e., non-quarkian)

stars is that the quark star models with non-vanishing density at the stellar surface

may not be avoidable due to the strong interaction between quarks which is relevant to
the effect of color confinement. As discussed in [53], the polytropic equations of state
are stiffer than the conventional realistic models (e.g. the MIT bag model) for quark

matter, and pulsar-like stars calculated with a polytropic equation of state could then
have high maximum masses ) 2M6. In this framework of polytropic model a very low
massive quark star can also be, and be still gravitationally stable even if the polytropic
index, n ) 3. The charged analogues of Tolman V-VI models obtained by l6a-67) are not
physically viable in the description of compact astrophysical objects as the infinite values

of central density and pressure. However, the charged analogues of Tolman IV and VII
models obtained by [68-70], as the neutral ones, exhibit the physical features required for
the construction of physically realizable relativistic compact stellar structure. However,

various authors usually have chosen 2xl01a g cm-3 as stellar surface density to calculate
the mass and radius of the charged fluid spheres which may have given rise to the stellar
confi.guration as massive as 4 - 6Mo with much lower central density. Such massive

configuration may not serve as a realistic model fbr a strange quark star. This choice is,

therefore, is not a physical one. Modeling a compact (quark) star requires the use of a
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higher surface density. Certainly, the value of thc surf'ace density affects the calculatcd
value of the stellar mass-to see this, we observe that the method employed by [30, 68] can

obtain arbitrarily large maximum mass just by inserting vanishing small surface density
(e.g., 0.1 - 1 g cm-3) to model a thin crust. In our model calculation, the densitv at
the stellar radius is a value taken from the work of Sharma et al. [6] within the range

4- 10 x 1014 g cm-3 [44] and drops abruptly to zero, as with all stellar models matching

an interior metric to the. external Reissner-Nordstrcim form. This sharp drop in density
is a reasonable model approximation since the thickness of the quark surface is of order

1 fm, a negligibly small dimension compared to the stellar radius.

Being inspired by the aforementioned recent works we develop some new analytical
relativistic anisotropic charged stellar models by using Generalized Tolman IV model

following the algorithm presented by Herrera et al. l7l, T2). Our analysis depends

on several mathematical key assumptions. The form of metric potential ensures that
the metric function is non-singular, continuous, and well behaved in the interior of the
star. This is one of the desirable features for the model on physical grounds. F\rrther,
we assume some particular forms of electric charge distribution function and pressure

anisotropy. The solutions obtained in this work are expected to provide simplified but
easy to mathematically analyze stellar models with nonzero super-high surface density
which could reasonably model the stellar core of an electrically charged bare strange
quark star by satisfying applicable physical boundary conditions.
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Non-singular Anisotropic
Charged Stellar Models
2.L Einstein-Maxwell field equations
Compact astrophysical stellar objects were usually assumed to be composed of perfect

fluid. Since the work of Schwarzschital 12e1, Tolman, Oppenheimer and Volkoff [74,
75], the subject of modeling relativistic compact stellar objects through the analytical
solution of Einsteins gravitational field equations has become one of the key issue in
rcla,tivistic astrophysics. Such findings are significant beca,use due to the absence of
reliable information about the behavior of matter at such ultrahigh density near the

central core, insight into the structure can be obtained by reference to applicable analytic
solutions which enable the distribution of matter in the interior of stellar object to be

modeled in terms of simple algebraic relations.

For a static spherically symmetric mass distribution, whose interior metric is given in
Schwarzschild coordinates rp : (t,r,0,5) may be written as [74] :

d.s2 : su(r)412 - "\(r)612 - r21d.02 * sin2 0d,02)

The functions y and .\ satisfy the Einstein-Maxwell field equations:

GN: Rl -*^ur: n(rf + Ey)

(2.1.1)

(2.1.2)

' Ubu. das Gravitationsfeld eines Massenpunktes nach der Einsteinschen Theorie, Sitzungsberichte
der Kniglich Preuischen Akademie der wissenschaften (Berlin), 1g16, Seite 189-1g6.
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where we have chosen the units so that c : G : 1 , rc(: 8zr) is Einstein's constant.

Rf, and 6f arc Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar respectively. Tl arrd Ef are the energy-
momentum tensor of perfect fluid and electromagnetic field defined by the following

[76]:

T! : (p -t P)uPu" - P6y

E!:: t(-F 1 \
- u a, \ -'ttn Fvm - )aY 

r*" r,-" 
)

and p, P and uI' denote energy density, isotropic fluid pressure and the velocity vector
respectively..QT, denotes the anti-syntmetric electromagnetic field strength tensor definecl

by'
0A* 0A;rik: ai- afi (2.1.3)

(21.aa)

(2.1.4b)

which satisfi.es Maxwell equations:

nikTAF:[ : RaAtl=For): -4nii
F*;t : 0

where g, the determinant of the quantities 94 in eq. (2.1.1), is defined by,

00
-e^ o

O -r2
00

: -e'*\r4 sin2 0

16 is four potential with components -4.s :4(r), At: Az - Az:0 and ji is the four
current vector defined by the expression,

.1

J:

where p"7, denotes the charge density.

For static stellar configurations, which are considered in this paper, the only surviving
component of the four-current is j0. Because of symmetry reasons, the four-current
component is only a function of radial distance, r, and all components of the electro-

magnetic field tensor vanish, with the exception of .F'01 and F10, related by Fot - --F10,
which describe the radial component of the electric field. From eq. (2.L.4a) one obtains

_,,1^,,)
,: 

[1

Pch dr'
lgoo dF
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the following expression for the electric field:

7 0.
{-;6/nF\ 

: -4nio

F'01 : -"APry
7.2

where g(r) represents the total charge contained within the sphere of radius r defincd

by [2, 12, L3,32)

q(r) : nn 
lo' "i 

p"1,u2d,u (2.1.5)

which can be interpreted as the relativistic version of Gauss's law.

If the matter within the star is assumed to be perfect fluid in nature, then for the metric
eq' (2.1.1), the Einstein field equations can be expressed. as the following system of
ordinary differential equations [24, 74, 75)

where prime (t) denotes df dr.

By defining a quantity, m(r), which represents the gravitational mass contained in a

sphere of radius r, by the following expression,

e-\ :, -2m(r)T
(2.t.e)

and using eqs. (2.1.8), (2.7.6), and (2.1.7), respectively, one can arrive at the following
equations;

/"-^ - 
(' -:-^) : nprr'

/ ," u'\' ,'2 y' - ,\'\
(z- 4 + 4+ 2r )e-" 

: nP

l'__^ (1 - r-^)
;" --7- : Kp

m(r): |lo,ra,
, (nrp + #)

1 2rm
r

dP : _(P + p) 
,,,d,r 2

(2.1.6)

(2.1.7)

(2.1,8)

(2.1.10)

(2.1.11)

(2.1.12)

where .R is the radius of the fluid distribution determined by the condition P(r :
E) : 0. Finally combining eqs. (2.1.11) and (2.1.12), one gets the well-known Tolman-
Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equation of hydrostatic equilibrium for stellar configuration
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[75]

dP : _(P + p) (nrP + T)
dr 2 t-b

The necessary boundary conditions to solve eqs. (2.1.10)-(2.1.13) are: p(r:0): p",

m(r:0) :0, P(r: E) :0, m(r: R): M, p(r:0): p", where M represents

the tota,l gravitatiorral miass insirle the fluid sphere. Equation (2.1.13) may also be

obtained by requiring the conservation of mass-energy, T.b : 0 as that determines the
global structure of stars. In order to obtain a realistic stellar model one can start with
an explicit EOS and then integrating the TOV equation. The integration starts at the
center of the star with a prescribed central pressure and ends where the pressure drops to
zero, indicating the surface of the star. This approach requires numerical and graphical
techniques and hence analytical specification of EOS does not always lead to closed-form

solutions of gravitational field equations. Tolman first showed that instead of solving
eq. (2.1.13) to obtain eu ar,d el, for any specified EOS, one can integrate the following
equation of pressure isotropy, which follows from eqs. (2.1.7) and (2.1.8):

(2.1.13)

(2.1.14)

and extract EOS using the system (2.1.0) to (2.1.8) by making some extra ad hoc

assumptions on the metric functions u or A. Equation (2.1.14) is a second-order nonlinear
(Riccati) differential equation in v but first-order linear in .\. Following his approach,
Tolman solved (2.1.14) under various assumptions on z(r) and/or )(r) and presented

eight models.

For example, model vI was obtained by setting e"?) - constant :2-n2 into eq. (2.1.14)
which yields e'?) - (Art-n - Brt+n)2 . Later Wyman showed that this solution can be

further generalized [77] . Unfortunately Tolman approach might lead to the unrealistic
situation more frequently than to physical ones.

By introducing the transformation e-) : Z into eq. (2.1.14), one can easily obtain

dZ
,1,

+ P(r)Z : Q(r) (2.1.15)

with the solution;

(2.1.16)

/ r" u'\' ,'2 y'- )'\ . (1 - e-l)
\z- 4 + 4+ 2, )"-"*ft:o

z : exP( t ,?)0,)[/("", (l ,0,0,)nr,r) d, + A)
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where A is a constant of integration and

2r2u"+r2u'2-2rut-4P(r) :

e(r) :
Following the approach of Tolman,

Ishak et al. [80], and Lake [81] that

r2u'+2r
4-7/ +2r

it has been shown by Korkina [78],

the ansatz for the metric function

(2.1.17)

(2.1.18)

Durgapal 179],

e":Bu(7+Cr2)N (2.1.1e)

where N is a positive integer and .B1,,, C > 0 are constants, generates physically in-
teresting solutions. Spherically symmetric analytic solutions of Einstein's gravitational
field equations are usually applied to construct two different classes of stellar models.

o The first class that describes normal matter neutron stars for which density van-

ishes at the surface where the pressure vanishes.

o The second class that describes sellbound stars for which density is significantly
finite, about 2-3 times the normal nuclear matter saturation density, at the surface

where the pressure vanishes.

The Tolman VII solution with vanishing surface energy density falls into the first class

and hence is useful approximation to realistic neutron star models and the second class

includes models generated by (2.1.19), known as General,ized, Tolman /I/ solution. Equa-

tion (2.1.19) produces an infinite family of analytic solutions of the self-bound type. Few

of these were previously known. For example, l/ : 1 corresponds to Tolman IV model,

and N :2,3,4,5 correspond to Adler [82] , Heintzmann [83] , and Durgapal [zg] models,

respectively.

The theoretical investigations on realistic stellar models strongly suggest that the matter
distribution in such massive stellar objects may be locally anisotropic, the radial pressure

may not be equal to the tangential pressure, at least in certain very high density ranges

(p > 1015 g cm-3). The analytic solution of Bowers and Liang [8a] of anisotropic spheres

with uniform energy density showed that anisotropy could also play an important role
in describing the high redshift objects like quasars. Anisotropy in pressure could sig-

nificantly affect the physical parameters like maximum compactness, mass and radius
of star. And since after then the pioneering work of Bowers and Liang an extensive

literature has been devoted to the study the behavior of anisotropic spherically symmet-
ric static general relativistic configurations and their stability. The Maharaj-Maartens

[85] solution of anisotropic spheres with uniform energy density does not reduce to
Schwarzschild interior solution in the absence of anisotropy.
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If the matter within the star is assumed to be locally anisotropic charged perfect fluid in
nature arrd Tt and Ef denote the energy-momentum tensor of anisotropic fluid distri-
bution and electromagnetic field, then for the metric eq. (2.1.1), the Einstein-Maxwell

field equations can be expressed as the following system of ordinary differential equations

[86]:

11

By defining the quantity, m(r), similar to the uncharged case, by the following expres-
sion,

/"-^-#: "p,-#
/ u" u'A' ,'2 rr' - )'\l---r-r\z 4 ' n'"#)u^: "o*#

)' _^ (t - "-)) q2

;" --rr- : tr?+a

^-.\ , 2m(r),q2(r)
-.i--

r12

| - 2mlr + q2 /12
(P,*p) ,, q dq ^(Pt-Pr):

2 4rr4dr'- r

(2.1.20)

(2.1.21)

(2.1.22)

(2.1.23)

and using eqs. (2.1.22), (2.7.20), and (2.7.21) respectively, one can arrive at the following
equations:

m(r) : (2.1.24)

(2.1.25)

(2.1.26)

||o,'0,.*.iI#*
nrP, + 2mf 12 - 2q'/r,

t'

dP,
dr

where, q(r : R) : Q represents the total electric charge inside the fluid sphere. Finally
combining eqs. (2.1.25) and (2.7.26), we get the anisotropic charged generalization of
TOV equation 1741,

*: _(P,! p)(Krl,+_2rnlr2 -:2q2/r3) +:_dg *r(p, .-pr) e.1.27)dr 2 (1 - 2mlr + q2lr2) ' 4trr4 dr r

The necessary boundary conditions to solve eqs. (2.L.24)-(2.1.27) arc:

Pr(, :0) : Pt(r :0) : P",, P,(, : E) : 0, m(r :0) : 0

m(r: R): M, q(r: 0) : g, q(r: R) : Q

Equation (2J,27) may also be obtained by requiring the conservation of mass-energy,

T;Y' : 0, as that determines the global structure of charged stars. It is to be noted
that the presence of an additional term, 2(P7 - pr)fr, represents force, due to the
pressure anisotropy, which is directed outward when P; > p" and inward when pr < p,.
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The existence of repulsive force allows the construction of more compact distribution
when using anisotropic fluid than when using isotropic fluid. The equation of pressure

anisotropy, which follows from eqs. (2.1.20) and (2.1.21) -uy be written as:

( r" u'^' ,'2 y'- )'\ , (1 - e*))l-_-+
\ 2 4 '+."-#)"-^ +#: n(PL- P').'# Q1'28)

Now eqs. (2.1.1,7) and (2.1.18) become:

72

p(r\ : 2r2u" + r-2u'2 - 2ru' - 4\ / r2u,+2r (2.1.2e)

(2.1.30)Q(r)

With reference to eqs. (2.1.19), (2.t.29),

solution [1, 18, 87-89]:

: 4r2 n(Pt - P,) + 8Cq2 f 12 - 4

r2u,+2r
(2.1.30), eq. (2.1.16) yields the following

Z:
(L + rlN-z[1 + (r +.^/)u]r+,"--L

, / (1 + ")N-1[r +-(t + r,r)r]ii# ( ,rn' 
+ lr) a,'l 12 \ r '--)*

1 1/N-1\ x)
!_'(1 +r)N-z 2\ z )O+*)*-'
_t*$ f-rfl (N-1\/i+r\r[1 +(1 +N)a1t-ia,

frfr(r/+r;r+z\';+s/\ i )W
+A*#;N>4 (2.1.31)

(r + r1N-z[l + (r + N)r]jTr -

where, r : cr2, 6 : ft(Pt - Pr) is the measure of pressure anisotropy and Ary is
the constant of integration, depending on N, may be determined by imposing appropri-
ate physical boundary conditions. Once the metric function Z : e-) is obtained the
remaining physical quantities P, , Pt, and p follow from the following equations:

Ie.
Lre'

K

"0

[1 +(2N*L)r]- t,Cq2

- 

--r(l*r) r 12
KD 

-Ac"'u
,dz 2,7 cq2_--;__7

(2,t.32)

(2.1.33)

(2.1.34)
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2.2 Models of electric charge distribution and pressure

anisotropy

It seems reasonable to propose that due to electrical repulsion, the charge distribution
should be weighted toward the surface. Due to the lack of information on how the
electric charges are exactly distributed inside the fluid sphere [90], one can imagine
several plausible forms of electric charge distribution , '#, to integrate the eq. (2.1.31).

Various authors presented variety of solutions previously for different suitable choices of
charge distributions with isotropic pressure 12,29,64,74,88, Bg, g1-gg]. In this work
we make the following integrable choices on the forms of electric charge distribution,

13

2cq2
+ : Krn+7 (t + mr)e(t + z)I-N[r + (1 + .^r)r]#+

and pressure anisotropy,

(2.2.1)

A,: 6rn*2(t - 2ar)e(r + z)1-N[t + (1 + l.r)u]#+ (2.2.2)

where K,6 e [0,*), n, a are non negative integers, rn is nonzero real number and p
is positive integer and o, K, 6 m € (-oo,*oo). All of these constants will be called
adjustable parameters. It must be emphasized that these hypothetical models of electric
charge distribution and pressure anisotropy are preferred for mathematical convenience,

as these allow us to integrate and express eq. (2.1.31) explicitly.
The physical reasons behind these choices are that the electric field intensity and anisotropy
vanish at the center and remain continuous and bounded in the interior of the star for
a wide range of values of the adjustable parameters. F\rrthermore, the factor (l - 2ar),
o, > 0 and d € (--, *oo) in eq. (2.2.2) make the pressure anisotropy increase to some
extent and then decrease to the boundary and due to the presence ofstrong electric field
may be nonzero at the surface. Hence, these choices may be physically reasonable and
useful in the study of the gravitational behavior of anisotropic charged stellar objects.
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After feeding eqs.

Ko
C"

Z: K

and

)*'

.1)

e

(2."

pI
(2.2.2) into (2.1.31), one obtains:

,i*n*l

?6\i) (1 + r)N-z[t+ (1 +rr;"jffi12*n* 1)

*,i !e't,r,"
aiinal

(7 + r1w-z[r + (r + r/)r]#r U + n + t1

_ 1. _!(N-1\ ,
'(1 +*)N2 2\ 2 )G+;f=a

_ i'"$ f -,lrl (N - 1\ /i + r\ r[1 + (1 + N)a1r-i',,

"*fu(N+1;i+z\z+s/\ 
i )W

aa* r -;I/>4
(1 + r;N-zIr + (r * l/)z] r+ru:

And feeding eqs.(2.2.3) and (2.2.7) into eqs. (2.1.32) and (2.1.33) one obtains the fol-
lowing:

o p. IL+ (2,n, + 1)rl [k-al (p\^, ,i*n*lc.': l*"lTrrl k\,/-"ffi

+6r"+2(L - 2ar)n(t + r)1-N[r + (1 +.n'r;"1##

(2.2.3)

(2.2.5)
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Now, differentiating eq. (2.2.3) with respect to r and feeding it into eq. (2.1.34), one
obtains:

fio : -'[* (,).*'93(i+ n+ 2)(1 +z)2-N[r + (1 +ru)r]-#.,

yr1+n+z) 
12 - t/)(1 * r)(r-N)[r + (t + N)z]-#r

-2r?+n+2) (1+ z;(z-N)Jt + 1t +.n/)rl-(rfo+rl

-'$ /o\ nu+n+t)-Hl|6(_1)J(2a)jffi)U+n+2)(1+r)2_N|t+(1+N)r]_#F

aau+ns21 (2 - N)(1 * r)(t-n)[r + (r + N)z]-#r,

-2rU+n+21 (1 + z;(z-N)1r + 1r + N)r1-(rfo+tl

+(2 -N)(1 + z)r-r" - ;(', ')tr + r)1-N[r - (n - 3)r]

N_4 i+l
_ \- \- (-1)iu (N _ 1\ /i+ r\ (r + r/)(i _ j + 1)[1 + (1 +N)r](i-i+r;

A?-(r/+1;t+z\z+e/\ i )
*r(2 -,^r)(1 + r)t-N[1 + (1 + N)r1U-i+r1+ (1 + *)2-Nlr+ (1 + N)r1Q-i+r1

(1 + r)z-N 2r$ + r)2-N I-1i;6-@l[r+(r+n)r]#r

}[r oo*
,i1,n1'l

(1 + z;ru-z[l + (1 + n)z]#r1z + n + t)

ai+na1

(1 + r;ru-211 + (1 + tr)rl # ti* n * 1)
.E () 6(\i1za1i

, 1 1/,4'r-1\ r-{,*,ry-r\ z )(aif=
_ t< $ f -ryl (N - 1\ /i + 1\ r[r + (1 + N)a1t'-ia,

,"* ?-(r/ + r;r+z \ r + g / \ i ) W
--e-^-, ' , ,l

(1 + z;ru-z[1 + (1 + r'r)r]i+r.l

+! - tr'*'(t * mr)e(r+ r)1-N[r + (1 + N)u]#+ (2.2.6)

2.3 Anisotropic charged generalization of wyman-Adler
metric IY :2

The astrophysical significance and the adiabatic stability of Wyman-Adler solution (N :
2) in modeling neutron stars was first studied by Whitman [99], Maurya and Gupta

[100], they studied the behaviors ofstatic neutral fluid spheres generated by (2.1.19) for
I'r > 1. However, out of all integral values the case N :2 generates the most relevant
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EOS, for which the speed of sound t ,fu throughout most of the star, similar to the
behavior of strange quark. For I/ : 2 the solution of the Einstein-Maxwell system eq.
(2'1'10)-(2.1'13) for the model charge distribution and pressure anisotropy considered
in this work are then given by,

16

e' : a2Q+r)2e-^:I('*'ffi
.,I (, *et)iQa)i aU+n+21

(j+"+1)(1 +Jr)?

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

(2.3.3)

(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)

(2.3.6)

2cq2
-D-

+7 + A2-2-
(1 + 3n)i

Kr"+l(t+mr)e(t+zr)i
(1+u)

6r"+2(t-zar)p(t+u)t
(1+ u)

A:

K

-DC., *e)"*
.,4(r,,

i re+n+r)1r + 5r)
1)(1 +r)(t+u)?

r1+n+7)(1+ 5r)
(j+"+1)(1 +z)(1 +Jr)Z

(i+n+

-t1i 1za1i

+dz-!iJ9---
(1+u)(r+3r)5

K,

CP, : *e).*'
ru

(i+n+1)(1 +r)(1+3r)3
aU+n+r11, * 5r)

(i +"+ 1)(1 + r)(1+ Br)3

+n+t)11 + br)

.,I () deDiea)i

.oh.;[I(i),<-'*{ffi1
J- A^ (1 + 5r) , 6r"+2(t - 2ar)n] + 3z]*

(1 + z)(1 +3r)i (1 + r)
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*o : -ri (n\ **rr1+"+l)li&r + t) + n(sr + t) + z(zr + t))
U' /-r\i|""' 

-

t:o\o/ (i+n+1)(1 +32)5

-ri(l)r,-,1,12,y'u*"*') [:(3, + 1) +

i-a\l/ (j+"+1)(t+32)i

I (, *^' ffi ng) t;t1i 1zo1'ffi
^ (3+sr)

Z LZ

(1 + 3z)i

2.4 Anisotropic charged generalization for ,A/ - 2 and par-
ticular cases

Case I: p:0 and n : 0

o2(t + r)2
)

(K + 6)----1-- +
(1 + ar;=

KrO + er)i
(1 +r)

dr2(t + sr)i
(1 +r)

(1<+d) r(t + br) , 4 ,lKr(l+32)*-(1 +u) -r-G+z)
*Az

(1+u)(1 +3r)?
(1 + sz)

(1+r)(1+3r)i (2.4.5)

o

3r)*+
d

)(r

+

7

i
+n+

-T
rQ-;*oo*'

oD
C.,

K

,0:

e':
^-)

2cq2

A:

7*Az r 
^(1 + 3u)i

6r2(t + zr)i
(1 +r)

(2.3.7)

(2.4.1)

(2.4.2)

(2.4.3)

(2.4.4)

(2.4.6)

(2.4.7)

2n: (K+5\ r(1+5r) -* 4 *tKr(r+tx)iu (1+r)(1 +zr)i (1+ *) ' 2 (1+r)

+4--!!J9-------= *(l+z)(1+Br)5
-2Kr(4r+2)-Kr(t+Jr)

(r + az;3

t Kr(t + 3r)* (3 + 5z)
2 (1+ r)

---\- ' -*/ / !--------;-:--------.-
(1 + z) '(t + Sr;3
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CaseII:p:1andn:0

eu:

e-A :

2cq2
o-

A:
Kp
C.,

a2Q. + r)2

(K + d\ '2 = *! K**' 
- 6ar3

'(t+tr1i ' 2g1sr)Z (r+az;3
+L + A2- 3--

(r + gr)i
Kr(L + mr)(t +Bd*

(1+ r)
612(t -zar)(t+sr)i

(1 +r)
Kr(1+5r) /- 1 I dr(l *5r) / \

(1 +,X1+s,F\t+ rmt)* 1rffiV-au)
4 [ff# (, * -")] .eh + e,ffi*.7,

Kr(1+5r) /- 1 r 6rfi+br\ / \

----r---------r 
| 7 + =mr I + -..-r--. (t - arl(1+r)(1+3r)5\ 2 / (1+z)(1+3r)5\- -*/

4 [ut# (, * -")] .(h* A, 
(, *(H*t?

, 612(l - 2ar)(t + Bz)*=@

(2.4.8)

Ko
C,'

(2.4.e)

(2.4.10)

(2.4.11)

(2.4.12)

(2.4.13)

K

,0 : _2Kr(4r + 2) + Kr(l + Jr) _zxmr2(z +Tr) + Kmr2(t+ 3z)
(t + sr;r.- -

_26r(2 + 4r) + 6r(t + Jr) _2adr2(2 + Tr) -t 6ar2(t + 3r)r-E
_Kr(t + Br)l + Nmr2(t + u)t, (3 + rr)

- A'(1 +lff Q'4'14)
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Physical Boundary Conditions
3.1 Determination of the arbitrary constant A2

The boundary condition P"(rB) : 0 can be utilized to specify the constant of integration
A2. For Wyman-Adler metric:

A2: I(i)o^'ffi f (,o7t1i1zo1'#3

!* x*,x(t+n+tt(r * rr) _ o(r + sx)3
, k^"' ----G 

+ bx)- - a 
1r + sx) (3'1'1)

where X : CR2.

CaseI ip:0 andn:0

Az:-x(K+d) -.H# -;KXt# (3 12)

CaseII ip:l andn:0

A2 : -KX (.ry)-dx(1 -ex)-ffoimx)ffifi
, (t + ax;3
"lT+ 5x) (3.1.3)
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3.2 Total charge to radius ratio Q lR
Using X : C R2 in eq. (2.2.1) we obtain,

aE:Vrx"*'ff (3'2'1)

3.3 Total mass to radius ratio M I R

The interior solution should match continuously with an exterior Reissner-Nordstrom
solution given by,

d,s2 : (r -'+- E) ar, - ( r -2!. E) 
-' 

0,, - r21de2* sin2 0)d0; r> n (8.3.1)
\ , ,"/ \ r ,.) \*"

This requires the continuity of er, e^ and q across the boundary r : R,

e,(R) -e-)(R) : (, -y -g\ (3.3.2)
\^ R'Rr)

and q(,R) : Q. By matching the metric coefficients obtained in eqs. (z.J.l) and (2.J.2)
with the exterior Reissner-Nordstrcim metric at the boundary and with reference to the
eq. (3.2.1) one can establish the equation of compactness,

2M 
- 

(t 
-.-ttx) - Q'\

E: \r_, 
^,,,,+ Rr) (3.3.3)

3.4 Total charge to mass ratio elM
By the use of eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.3.3) we obtain the charge to mass ratio elM .

3.5 Determination of the constant Bz

The constant 82 can be specified by the boundary condition e"(R) - e-^@) , which gives

82: (t * X)-2"-s1x1 (3.5.1)

20
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3.6 Central and surface redshifts

From the deflnition of redshift,

(3.6.1)

one obtains the central and surface redshifts:

J"-qol - taC

Lg r/{,4a-1-t't#
(3,6.2)

(3.6.3)

'-'#*#-,
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Construction of Physically
Realistic Fluid Spheres
4.1 Pressure and density gradients for N : 2

A straightforward differentiation of the pressure and density eqs. (2.J.4), (2.3.5), (2.3.6)

and (2.3.7) with respect to the auxiliary variable r one obtains the pressure and density
gradients, respectively, for the model EOS,

o dP, S fpt Kmi
c dr A\i,)(i+n+t)

*(i+n)[sr31sz + Bn + t) + 2zr2(i * n * t) + 9r(i+ n) + i, * n *11r * 1

(1 +r)2(1 +3r)

,T(,T#

*o $ 1plru+.) lsr2(t + n + t) + 4r(t + n) + t * n *6r + 1]'22\r/
4 (L - br)2rol 

--(t * r)z 'O * r)2r + Bz)3

,U+")[sra(gj +3n + 1) + zzr2(j *n:-t):]"U +n) + j *nt11r+ 1]

(1+r)2(1+32)

(4.1.1)

dL
dr

6r@+1) (n + z)(t - zar)e-t (t + 3r)*r- 2ap6r("+2) (t + Jr)I (t - zar)e-t
(1+ r)

(4.t.2)
6r@+z) (t + zr)i (t - zar)e 5r(n+z) (1 - 2ar)o

E-(ilX1 +3r)3-
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K dPt

Cdr : I(rofh

n0+-m

-r( $ (o\t*d P*!:1fl :jgQ + n) * t -t n+ 6z + 1l-T k \r/
4 (t - br)2_.:_ol 

--
(t*r)'z "O*r)2r+3r)B

6r@+L) @ + 2)(t + Br)i (t - 2ar)e 2ap6r@+z)71 + Br)i (l - 2ar)e-rr
5r("+2) (t + gd'1 (t - Zar)e , 6il"+2) 1L - 2ar)o

E*(1 +"X1 +tF-

*(i'*n)lsr31lt*Bn-tt) +22r2(i*n*1) +9r(i,+ n) * i-tn-t11r* 1

(1+r)2(1+3r)

t*")lsr31ti *Jn*r) +2212(j l-n*1,) +lr(j *rz) r j *n* 11r * 1

(L+r)2(1+3r)

(4.1.3)



Ldp _$/r\ Kmi
cdr fi\t)(i+n+t)

, r1+n) [znz + J0nr2 * 2gnr + 6n + gr2 + gr +  l 
'l

(r**r I

,r(rwffi
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aU+"1 9jr2 + 6jr * j + 9nr2 I 6nr * n * 3r2 + 4r * l
(1 + 3r)

r(rtr#
, a0+n1lzn2 +B0nr2 -t2gnr*6n-lgr2 +gr+all

l
_1 S (r\ **LrQ+") l*2(tt + sn + r) + +*(t + n+ t) + r + "lllz z- \t )"""r:o \- , (1 + r)2(1 +3r)3

+roarJ11'L e.1.4)(1 + 3u)i

_l rQ+") L}6,i,nr2 + zhi,nr * 4in * B0i,r2 + l4i,r * gi, * Lgn2r2 * 72n2r)

L 11 +3,,)B

..1 nU+"1 lsOinr2 * 24jnr * 4jn * BOjz,2 * J4jr* 8r * Lgn2 12 * L2n2r
,(l

L t1 +3r)B
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4.t.1 Pressure and density gradients ( particular cases)

CaseI: p:0 andn:0

K dP,
Cdr

Cdn

: ,o * ur(5r3 
+ 2312 + ttr + t) - 

4\-- ' -/ 
(1 + r)2(1 + 3r)B (L + r)2

K Br2 -t- 6z * 1)

-- 
-f 

^2'2 (L+r)2

: 26r(212 + 4n+l)
(1 +n)2(1 +Zr)Z

: ro * ur(lrs +z3r2 +tlr +-L) - 4\--'-l (1+")2(1+32)B (1+r)2

, K (3r2 * 6r * 1) (2 - tOr2)' 2 (t + r)2 ' "" (, + r)2(t + 3r)E

,26r(212*4r+l)' 
(1 + r)2(t + u13

(2 - t0r2)
(1+n)2(1+32)E

(r2++r+1.)
(1 + r)2(1 +3r)?

(4.1.5)

(4.1.6)
dL
d*

n dP1

(4.1.7)

n dp _t v t^r(11r2 * Dr * b) K
Cd" _\r\_rr)_ 

G+J4E 
_ 

2

+roar-F4
(1 + ez)s

CaseII: p:1andn:0

(4.1,8)

K dP,
Cdr ,* * ur(5r3 

+ 2312 + ttr + t) _ 4\-- ' -/ 
(1 + u)2(1 + 3r)3 (l + n)2

, r(20r3 * 4612 -120r + 2) , ,, ^ .\r+(Krn-2o.d\
2(7+r)2(t+3r)i \ /

,K(3r2 +62+1) , Kmr(6r2+t}r+2)
2 (t+x)2 2 (r+r)2

- 4^ (2 - 1or2)
' "" 

(7 + r)2(t + 3r)3
(4.1.e)
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dL
,1"

n dP1

Cdr

: zdrl-Zar3 + r2(z - tza) + u(+ - sa) + t1

(t+r)2(t+3r)3
: (K + d\$r3 + 23z'2 + lr + 7)\-- ' -' (I + r)2(t + 3r)3

*r(20r3 +4612 +2or+2) (Km_2a6\
2(t+r)2(t+32)i

4

O +;P

(4.1.10)

(4.1.t2)

_K(3r2 *6r*1) , Kmr(6r2+tOr+Z)-T-O+ry --T-OT;P-
__2611-Tars + 1212 - t2a) + r(4- 3a) + 1l

(t+r)2(7+3r)?

(K + qor+-++e *
(1 + 3rr)i

*Az
(2 - L0r2)

(1+r)2(1+32)E

(r2++r+t")
(L+r)2(t+3r)B

_Kmr(4r2+8r*2)
2 (1 + r)2(t + sr13

(4.1.11)

( ur, _ K-\ r(sor2 + szr _+ t+)

\- 2 / (1 +sr;8

ndp
Cdr

K_,

+1042]lj "L
(1 + ez;5

4.2 Specifying the maximum mass and radius
For any particular set (.I(, m, n1 tr)) a,6, x) the compactness Mf R and the ratio e/R
of the compact fluid sphere is obtained by the use of the eqs. (3.2.1) and (3.3.3). The
maximum mass of the fluid distribution can then be calculated by using one of the
following quantities: i) radius, ii) central density, iii) surface density, iv) central pressure

or, v) total charge as parameter. In this section we proceed with two special cases for a
prescribed stellar surface density, p": 4.68 x 1014 gcm-3 in the following way:

4.2.1 Radius

(4.2.1.1)
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where,

CI(x) : -r*(o)N^,x\*"*',)l'(t{- !7ll-:!1{!}):z(zx * r)1

-, $ 
\)ur-rt1z,y 

xo*"*') U(3x + 1) +
ZJI
j:0 \

-t
(i + n+ 1)(1 + 3x) E ?- (i+"+1)(1 +3x)i

;*ff).*'tff;ni-,,ffit:0

Case I: p:0 and n : 0

(4.2.1.2)

t KX(t + ax;i-z-1t+x1 -o,
CaseII:p:1andn:0

where,

f(x):

where,

E(x) :

4.2.2 Total mass

-2KX(4x + 2) - KX(l+ 3x)
;-

(1 + 3X)s
26x(4x + 2) + 6x(1+ 3x)

(r + rx;3

R-

R-

(3 + 5x)

l,*3xF

(4.2.1.3)

(4.2.1.4)

(4.2.1.5)

(4.2.1.6)

(4.2.2.1)

_2KX(4x + 2) + KX(r + JX) _ zKmX2(z + TX) + Kmxz(r + 3x)
(1+ 3x)E

_26X(2 + 4X) + 6X(1 + 3X), 2a6X2(2 + 7X) + 6aX2(t+ 3X)

,,-r^r (1 +3x),
KX(r + sx)i + Nmxz\ + W)i _ /^ (B + 5x)

2(t + X) ", 
1t +iif,

\[: *(r-e-)(x) .#)

X

-f 
(x)

KP"
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where the mass is measured in km.

Case I: P:0 and n : 0

where,

CaseII;p:1andn:0

M : *(r - "-^'"' .#)

e-r(x) :(K+il x' o+1+ A, x 
^

\' -'(1+Jx)i -' -'(t+sx;3

(4.2.2.2)

(4.2.2.3)

(4.2.2.4)

(4.2.3.1)

(4.2.3.2)

(4.2.4.1)

(4.2.5.1)

M: +(, - "-^,", .%)
where,

_.\(x) / t, , c\ y2 1 KmxB daxz xe '-"'' - (/i - o) ,. -.- ______ , _ _____-______' _r 1* Az .______ (4.2.2.5)'(1 +3x)i' 2(1 +3x)3 (r+3x)3 ' 
L ' tLz(r+ex;B 

''

4.2.3 Total charge

Case I: p:0 and n : 0

Q:R
CaseII:p:1andn:O

A:*@
where the charge Q is measured in km,

4.2.4 Central density

For both Case I and Case Il: p:0,1 and n: O

P':4A'#
4.2.5 Central pressure

For both Case I and Case II:p :0, 1 and n : 0

r": 4 @+ Az)

where the central pressure is given in the unit N m-2.

trr1+ 3x)i



Chapter 5

Physical Analysis of the Models
For each choice of adjustable constant parameters the maximum mass of charged star
depends on the corresponding set of maximum values of X : X*rr. upto which the pres-

sure and density and their gradients satisfy some elementary criteria [18-20, 87, 88, 91]

i) The solution should be free from geometric singularities, which requires, eu > O

and e) ) 0 in the range 0 ( r (,R.

ii) To be free from physical singularities the model must have radial and tangential
pressures and density positive inside the sphere, i.e., p* p1, p ) O.

iii) In order to have an equilibrium configuration the matter must be stable against
the collapse of local regions. This requires that the radial pressure P, must be a mono-
tonically nondecreasing function of p,

q>o
dp-

iv) The relativistic adiabatic index is given by I : (p, + p)aprlp,d,p. The necessary
condition for this exact solution to serve as a model of a relativistic star is that I > 4/2.
v) The causality conditions 0 < dP,/dp( 1, 0 < d,pt/dp( 1 must be satisfied.

vi) A physically reasonable energy-momentum tensor has to obey the conditions p )
@, + 241 and (p + p, + 2n) > 0.
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vii) Pressure and density should be maximum at the center and monotonically decreas-

ing towards the boundary of the fluid sphere. Mathematically,

So that,

0<r<,R

viii) Additionally, the velocity of sound should be monotonically decreasing towards the
surface. In this context, it is worth mentioning that for different equations of state at
ultra-high densities, it is found that the speed of sound is decreasing outwards from the
center of fluid sphere, i.e., [1, 98].

(#).:,:0, (#),:o:0, (Y,).:o: o,

(#).:,:0, (#).:,:o (#).:o : o

#(#) -,,

* .0, * .0, #.0,CI,T dT

d / dP,\
*\*)'o' o(r(iB

ix) The ratio of pressure to density, P,l p, Prl p, should be monotonically decreasing with
the increase of r, i.e.,

x) Electric field intensity E, such that E(0) :0, is taken to be monotonically increasing,
i.e., dEfdr > 0 for 0 < r ( R.

xi) Pressure anisotropy, A, vanishes at the center, i.e., A(0) : 0 and A(r : R) :
3@r@) - P,(R)) : gPt(R) > o

xii) According to Herreras cracking (or overturning) condition [101], the region for which
radial speed of sound is greater than the transverse speed of sound is a potentially sta-
ble region, so the requirement for the stability of the fluid sphere lr? - "?l 

< 1 is to be

satisfied.

*(+).:o: o, #(+).:o .0

*(*).:o:0, #(+).:o .0
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CaseI iP:0 andn:0

a) The maximum limit of compactness parameter (ZMIR) obtained by Adler set by
the causality condition v) for the neutral isotropic fluid sphere is about 0.7, But the
neutral model fails to satisfy condition viii). To generate an anisotropic charged fluid
sphere we set (*,n,p,6,a) - (10n,0,0,0.35,0.6). For this choice the range of values,

0.780 < /( < 0.996 ,0.220 < X < 0.278. areobtained over which the fluid distribution
satisfies the above mentioned inequalities. With the decrease of. K, X increases.

b) The maximum value of compactness parameter is obtained (2M lR)max : 0.54 using

eq.(3.3.3) at 1(-i,, : 0.780 and X,r.* :0.278.

c) Corresponding to the values of (K,,,1r,, Xrnu*) the total charge to radius ratio, and

total charge to total mass ratio are found to be Q I R : 0.240 and e lM : 0.9997 using

eq. (3.2.1) and (3.3.3) For a particular choice of stellar surface density ps : 4.67g4x 1014

gcm-3 as parameter the total mass and other physical quantities are calculated by the
use of eqs. (4.2.1.7), (4.2.2.2), (4.2.J.1), (4.2.4.t), (4.2.b.1) and found M^u*: t.T4Mo,
.R : 10.73kn, P" : 79.50 MeV fm-3, pc : 632.275 MeV f--3, Q : 10T16 x 101eC,

central and surface redshifts zc:0.77 and z": 0.38 respectively.

CaseII ip:l andn:0

a) To generate an anisotropic charged fluid sphere we set (*,n,p,5, a): (600, 0, 1, 0.001, 0.02).
For this choice the range of values, K > 0.0t4,0 < x < 0.141. are obtained. over which
the fluid distribution satisfies the above mentioned inequalities. With the decrease of
K, X increases.

b) The maximum value of compactness parameter is obtaine d (2M lR)^.* : 0.36 using
eq. (3.3.3) at K-;, : 0.014 and X*,* : 0.141.

c) Corresponding to the values of (K-1r,X-*) the total charge to radius ratio, and
total charge to total mass ratio are found tobe Q/R:0.362 ande/M:0.99g using
eq. (3'2.1) and (3.3.3) For a particular choice of stellar surface density ps : 4.6gl2x 1014

gcm-3 as parameter the total mass and other physical quantities are calculated by the
use of eqs. (4.2.1.6), (4.2.2.3), (4.2.3.2), (4.2.4.t), (4.2.b.L) and found M^u*: t.02Ms,
R: 9.84, P" : 38.33 MeV fm-3, p" : 410.2!7 MeV f--3, e : 6.2gT6 x 1018 C, central
and surface redshifts zc:0.229 and z":0.0776 respectively.

An absolute constraint of the maximally allowable mass-to-radius ratio (M lR) for elec-

trically neutral isotropic fluid spheres was obtained by Buchdahl of the form 2M I R < B/g
(in the unit, c : G : 1) which states that, for a given rad.ius, a static isotropic fluid
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sphere cannot be arbitrarily massive. Bohmer and Harko [102] proved that for a compact

object with charge, S(< M),there is a lower bound for the mass-radius ratio,

,q, ('* #;)
'o' (t. #,)

2Ma_
R

,/M <+.,1u;{^

Upper bound of the mass of charged sphere was generalized by Andredsson [103] who
proved that
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Taels 5.1: Some values of parameters (1(-1n,X-,*) for which well-behaved charge fluid sphere can be generated.
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Teelp 5.2: Maxirrrum rlass arrd various physical quantities for arrisotropic charged fluid sphere for a given surface density p":4.678 x 101agcm-3
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks
Under some ad hoc assumptions on one of the metric potentials together with some

suitable forms of electric charge distribution and pressure anisotropy, we have studied
particular simple families of relativistic charged stellar models which is obtained by solv-

ing the Einstein-Maxwell field equations for a static spherically symmetric distribution
of anisotropic fluid. The analytical equation of state has been extracted from the result-
ing metric. The behaviors of various physical variables in the interior of the star have

been investigated and found regular and well behaved throughout the fluid sphere. In
figs. (5'1) and (5.2), the metric functions e' and e) have been plotted respectively which
show the continuity of those quantities. In figs. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.7) the behaviors of
anisotropic pressure and energy density have been shown, which are positive and mono-

tonically decreasing functions in the interior of the star.The pressure anisotropy itself
is depicted in the figs. (5.5) and (5.6) for the two cases respectively. The pressure to
density ratio, for fluid sphere obtained by assigning values of the parameters is presented

in figs. (5.11) and (5.12). The behaviors of the quantities of gradient of energy den-

sity, gradient of radial and tangential pressure are shown in figs. (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10)

respectively. It can be also shown from the figs. (5.13) and (5.14) that the radial and

tangential speeds of sound {AETfi and, 1/d,p1/d,p always remain Iess than the speed of
light and the condition of causality is satisfied. The stability of anisotropic fluid sphere

can also be judged bv lr7 - r7l < 1, which is plotted in the frg (5.15) The values of
relativistic adiabatic index are plotted in fig. (5.16). For large p (at the center), f = ,4

and there is a minimum value of p : p" : 48, the surface value below which f becomes

infinitely large. The electric charge distributions are plotted in fig. (5.17), which is zero

at the center and monotonically increasing towards the pressure free interface. The red-

shift, monotonically decreasing from the center to surface is depicted in the fig. (5.18).

In the absence of electric charge and pressure anisotropy these families of analytical
relativistic stellar models reduce to wellknown Tolman IV type exact metrics and hence



Bi,bli,ography

the models obtained in the work may be regarded as the anisotropic charged analogues

of Generali,zed, Tolman.IT solution which enable us to compare the results with their
isotropic counterparts. The maximum mass, maximum allowable radius and the various

physical parameters of charged compact fluid spheres for a given surface density are

reported in tables (5.1) and (5.2). Thus it has been demonstrated that my calculation

satisfi.es the physical requirements, fbr wide range of values of K, m, d, a and r, giving

us a possibility for different models of charged fluid spheres. The resulting charged fluid
spheres can be utilized to construct models of physically reasonable compact charged

objects such as charged strange quark star.
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